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Brittany Bunk
09-Sep-2021

for those who can't contribute to wikipedia and want to just write what they identify and write whatever they want to, there's
Everipedia https://everipedia.org/    



 | 

Maynard Clark
09-Sep-2021

Visit the website for the WikiProject and read through what is there.    
The WikiProject is NOT for merely well-intentioned vegans who are 'doing original research' that is not Wikified and done by Wikipedia
standards.    
It is FOR Wikipedians - experienced editors - who want to work in THIS area of knowledge, but it needs LOTS more enthusiasm AND
energy AND resource AND willingness to build the articles (by persons NOT directly identified with whatever they write articles about).  



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Veganism_and_Vegetarianism

"Wikipedians have formed this collaboration resource and group dedicated to improving Wikipedia's coverage of veganism and vegetarianism and the organization of
information and articles on this topic. This page and its subpages contain their suggestions and various resources; it is hoped that this project will help to focus the
e�orts of other Wikipedians interested in the topic. If you would like to help, please add yourself as a participant in the project, inquire on the talk page, and see the to-do
list, below." 
 

topics:
Books
Campaigns and Movements
Categories and Subprojects
Famous Vegetarian Animals
Historical
Plant-based food months
Vegan companion animals
Vegetarian Lifestyle and Health Therapeutic Organizations
Veg Events
Veg Organizations
Veg Persons
Debates: Were they vegetarian?
Veg Restaurants
Vegan Plant-based Foods Businesses and Industries
Vegan Topics
Vegan TV shows
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e e gy  esou ce  ll g ess to bu ld t e a t cles (by pe so s O  d ectly de t ed t  ate e  t ey te a t cles about).  

I had envisioned this years ago, but a psychologist managed to put it all together, and that's the Wikipedia base on which we are
currently working.    
   
Sometimes Wikipedia 'takes tough skin' to survive the opinion and perspective di�erences.    
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Maynard Clark
09-Sep-2021

We could use another 60-120 Wikipedians.    
You would need to JOIN Wikipedia and create a Wikipedia ACCOUNT (free to do),     

and (hopefully) set up a username and userpage. THINK about this CAREFULLY before you actually begin.    
   
So do your 'secondary research' first - learn about the Wikipedia platform.    



Maynard Clark
09-Sep-2021

Excellent resource.  Help us develop it by (a) joining the project (even nominally) and (b) doing background research (by Wikipedia
standards) on the articles that need work.    
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Brittany Bunk
09-Sep-2021

could you post how to do so, so that I can add it to here?    
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